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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

September 11, 2023, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration announced  it had approved

reformulated monovalent COVID shots by PFzer and Moderna for the fall for use in individuals 12

years of age and older. But don’t be fooled. The Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness

(PREP) Act liability shield for the COVID-19 vaccines will remain in place through Dec. 31, 2024.

So, "approved" or not, the manufacturers, distributors and providers that administer the shots still

won’t be liable for injuries. The agency has also issued emergency use authorization (EUA) for

use of the reformulated jabs in children aged 6 months to 11 years.

Reformulated Shots Are Obsolete Out of the Gate

The updated mRNA injections contain a single modiFed RNA said to correspond to the Omicron

variant XBB.1.5., which was the dominant variant in the U.S. for most of 2023, but which has

since been replaced by other variants.

According to cardiologist Dr. Peter McCullough, XBB.1.5 accounted for just 3.1% of the

circulating strains as of September 2, 2023, and is "expected to be extinct by the time any

American is injected."

The dominant strains right now are EG.5 and FL.1.5.1, and "There are no randomized clinical

trials demonstrating either PFzer or Moderna XBB.1.5 boosters would work" against these newer

strains, McCullough told The Defender.

Physician and biochemist Dr. Robert Malone agrees, adding that the newer variants appear to

"have evolved even further to escape the antibody pressure elicited by the globally deployed leaky

‘vaccines.’"

Linda Wastila, Ph.D., a professor of geriatric pharmacotherapy at the University of Maryland

School of Pharmacy and director of research for the Peter Lamy Center for Drug Therapy and

Aging, also criticized the decision to roll out yet another obsolete booster:

"I do not understand why public health and political leaders are advocating for a booster

that is already obsolete. The approved and authorized boosters are like dogs chasing

their tails — the mild variants they are supposed to help mitigate serious disease are

already waning, already being overtaken by the next generation of mild, mutated viruses."

Shot Recast as ‘Annual Vaccine’ to Counter ‘Booster Fatigue’

According to authorities, however, this strain is different enough from the strains in any of the

previous shots to recommend everyone take it, regardless of your previous COVID jab history.

Within days of the FDA’s announcement, New York Gov. Kathy Hochul warned New Yorkers that

previous shots "will not help you" against the coming COVID wave.

"It doesn’t matter if you’ve already been vaccinated. Take no comfort in that. Thank you

for getting vaccinated in the past, but that is not protecting you today. Tell everybody:

don’t rely on the fact that you had a vaccine in the past, it will not help you this time

around," she said during a September 13, 2023, press brieFng.

What she left out, of course, is that the new shots probably won’t help you either, and even if they

do, the protection you get will wane within a handful of months and leave you even more

vulnerable to infection,  hospitalization and death than you were before.

Remarkably, they’re using the same bogus narratives as the Frst time, even though the facts are

now on the table for everyone to see. We’re not speculating anymore when we say the shots are

ineffective and cause more harm than good. We’re not speculating when we say they’re causing

heart problems and injure immune function — and that these effects are far from rare.

It’s all documented in the scientiFc literature. Yet government leaders pretend as if those data

don’t exist, and run through the same old arguments that have been debunked many times over.

Time will tell whether Americans are foolish enough to fall for the same lies a second time.

As reported by The New York Times, Americans are, by and large, fed up with the COVID

boosters, which is why federal ofcials "have been retreating from labeling the new formulation

as boosters to previous shots, preferring to recast them as an annual immunization effort akin to

the gu vaccine."

Chances are, this tactic will fail because the FDA has already announced that this new shot will

require multiple doses for certain age groups, and you’d have to be really naïve to think that more

boosters won’t follow after that.

Previously jabbed children between the ages of 6 months and 4 years, for example, are slated to

get two doses (depending on the brand), and unjabbed children in this age group would get up to

three doses.  So, they’re just restarting the whole injection series all over again, but in much

younger age groups.
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COVID Jab Testing Has Been Far From Rigorous

Perhaps one of the most egregious lies is that the shots have undergone rigorous human testing.

What they’re referring to here are the human trials conducted in 2020 which, notably, did not have

a control group. They destroyed the control group by offering everyone the real shot mere months

into the trial.

Even so, data released through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests show PFzer

documented  158,000 different "side effects of special interest" in its trials, all while claiming

there were no safety concerns.

Documents also reveal PFzer received 42,086 adverse event reports, including 1,223 deaths, in

the Frst three months of the rollout of the shot (December 2020 through the end of February

2021).  The 1976 swine gu vaccine was pulled after only 25 deaths.

“ Pfizer’s testing of the reformulated monovalent
shot against XBB.1.5., only involved 10 mice.
Moderna’s version has been tested on 50 adults,
one of whom required medical attention due to an
adverse event, giving us a potential serious
adverse event ratio of 1 in 50.”

The bivalent boosters  that came next were only tested on mice, which tells you nothing about

their safety. Moreover, their effectiveness was gauged based on antibody titers alone, which

doesn’t tell you anything about effectiveness in the real world. This was true both for PFzer and

Moderna.

PKzer’s New Shot Has Only Been Tested on Mice

As for the brand-new reformulated monovalent shot against XBB.1.5., PFzer’s testing has again

only involved mice — 10 mice, to be exact — while Moderna’s version has been tested on 50

adults.

Some have reported the trial had 100 participants,  but only 50 received the monovalent XBB.1.5

shot now being rolled out. Another 51 received a bivalent shot containing a mix of

BA.4/5+XBB.1.5. So there was no control group.

One person in the XBB.1.5 treatment group reportedly experienced a serious adverse event,

giving us a potential serious adverse event rate of 1 in 50. What’s more, they only reported side

effects that occurred within 14 days of injection,  so we have no idea how bad it might be in the

longer term. As reported by the New York Post, September 14, 2023:

"What if I told you one in 50 people who took a new medication had a ‘medically attended

adverse event’ and the manufacturer refused to disclose what exactly the complication

was — would you take it? And what if the theoretical beneHt was only transient, lasting

about three months, after which your susceptibility goes back to baseline?

And what if we told you the Food and Drug Administration cleared it without any human-

outcomes data and European regulators are not universally recommending it as the

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is? That’s what we know about the new

COVID vaccine the Biden administration is Hrmly recommending for every American 6

months old and up.

The push is so hard that former White House COVID coordinator Dr. Ashish Jha and CDC

head Mandy Cohen are making unsupported claims the new vaccine reduces

hospitalizations. long COVID and the likelihood you will spread COVID. None of those

claims has a shred of scientiHc support ...

The questions surrounding Moderna’s new COVID vaccine approved this week are still

looming. PHzer’s version, approved this week as well, also has zero eXcacy data and has

not been tested on humans at all. We only have data about antibody production from 10

mice.

The FDA, or Moderna (frankly, it’s hard to tell the difference sometimes), should disclose

what happened to the patient who took the new vaccine and had a complication that

required medical attention. The public has a right to know."

What Does the Science Show?

The New York Post article, written by Dr. Marty Makary, a surgeon and public policy researcher at

Johns Hopkins University, and Dr. Tracy Beth Hoeg, an epidemiology and public health researcher

at the University of California, goes on to review several of the studies and systematic meta-

analyses published over the past couple of years, showing the shots:

• Don’t protect against COVID for more than a few months and make you more prone to

infection, hospitalization and death once protection wanes

• Don’t outperform natural immunity (in fact, natural immunity appears to offer better

protection)

• Have a horrendous safety proFle — The German Paul-Ehrlich-Institute concluded the shots

have a serious adverse event rate of 1 in 5,000 doses.  Another study estimated the rate of

serious adverse events may be as high as 1 in 556 recipients.

A risk-beneFt analysis by Makary and his team published last year also concluded that the

college booster mandates resulted in net public harm, injuring at least 18.5 people for every

COVID-related hospitalization prevented, plus 1,430 to 4,626 cases of side effects that are

problematic enough to interfere with daily activities

Annual COVID Jab Recommendation Is Insane

Commenting on the U.S. government’s inexplicably lackadaisical attitude toward safety, Makary

and Hoeg write:

"If public health oXcials get their way, a healthy 5-year-old boy will get 72 COVID vaccine

shots over the course of his lifetime, if he has an average lifespan, with a risk of

myocarditis after each one. Inexplicably and defying science, the CDC is saying even if a

child had COVID three weeks ago, he or she should still get the new COVID shot.

Two of the FDA’s best vaccine experts are gone. Dr. Marion Gruber, who was director of

the FDA’s vaccine oXce, and her deputy director, Dr. Philip Krause, both quit the agency in

2021 in protest over political pressure to authorize vaccine boosters for young people.

Ever since the loss of these two vaccine experts, the agency’s vaccine authorizations

have been consistent with an overly cozy relationship between pharma and the White

House.

Pushing a new COVID vaccine without human-outcomes data makes a mockery of the

scientiHc method and our regulatory process. In fact, why have an FDA if White House

doctors can simply declare a drug to be safe after discussing secret data in private

meetings with pharma?

If public health oXcials don’t want a repeat disappointing turnout of Americans who get

the COVID booster shot, they should require a proper clinical trial to show the American

people the beneHt. Public health leaders cannot afford to squander any more credibility

and money on interventions with no scientiHc support."

Unethical and Indefensible Decisions

Fortunately, the pushback against the FDA’s decision to approve and authorize (under EUA) the

reformulated COVID shot without scientiFc support is widespread and growing. Wastila, for

example, commented on the agency’s decision:

"It is unethical to continue to approve and authorize mRNA vaccines for COVID-19 when

the pandemic has disappeared. It is unethical to promote these boosters as safe and

effective when it is clear they are not, and the government is ignoring evidence that the

vaccines can provide considerable harm.

The fact that these vaccines were authorized for children when a public health

emergency no longer exists is unconscionable ...

Both Moderna and PHzer have failed to deliver on promised post-marketing studies [from

prior COVID-19 vaccines]. We have yet to see the results from the bivalent vaccine safety

studies in pregnant women; the myocarditis studies in young people also have not been

completed nor have most results been shared."

Dr. Pierre Kory, president and chief medical ofcer of the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care

Alliance (FLCCC), issued a similar statement:

"It is unconscionable that the government can recommend this booster for 6-month-olds

when the FDA has no data on how children might be affected. There is no need to

vaccinate healthy children for COVID-19. To give them an untested booster goes against

everything we are trained to do as physicians."

Canadian physician Dr. William Makis agreed, stating:

"There is no ‘COVID-19 emergency’ for children, therefore there is no legitimate scientiHc

basis for an ‘emergency authorization’ of a new COVID-19 booster in this age group. Any

doctor still administering COVID-19 mRNA vaccines to children of any age is engaging in

medical malpractice."

DNA Contamination ConKrmed

In April 2023, microbiologist Kevin McKernan reported his team had found simian virus 40

(SV40) promoters in PEzer’s and Moderna’s bivalent mRNA COVID shots.  SV40 has for

decades been suspected of causing cancer in humans,  so Fnding SV40 promoters in the shots

was rather shocking.

But that’s not all. They also found DNA contaminants in the vials, which have the ability to alter

the human genome. It’s been assumed that the COVID shots contained only RNA, but using

genomic sequencing, McKernan discovered they contain DNA fragments as well, and there really

should not be any. The RNA is basically copied, or "Xeroxed" off the DNA, and only the RNA

should be in the Fnal product. Several other labs have since conFrmed McKernan’s Fndings.

September 13, 2023, University of South Carolina professor Phillip Buckhaults testiFed  before

the South Carolina Senate Medical Affairs Ad-Hoc Committee on the Department of Health and

Environmental Control (DHEC).

His testimony is featured in the video at the top of this article. Buckhaults is a molecular biologist

and cancer geneticist with extensive experience in DNA sequencing, and he too has found

foreign DNA plasmids in the COVID shots.

In his testimony, he explains why and how these DNA contaminants can integrate into your

genome and disrupt the function of other genes, either long term or permanently. This risk has

been known for decades,  and one potential result is the induction of cancer.

He stresses that it’s important to collect and analyze DNA from various tissues of those who have

received the COVID jabs — at least a few hundred people — to determine whether genomic

integration is taking place, and what changes are occurring.

Buckhaults also explains how the DNA contamination occurred in the Frst place, and reviews the

bait and switch that allowed this to happen. In summary, the products used during the clinical

trials and the commercial product were not made in the identical way. The commercial product

grew modiFed RNA using DNA plasmid and E. coli, and the DNA were not properly Fltered out — a

clear sign of poor manufacturing processes.

Got the Jab? Take Action to Safeguard Your Health

If you already got one or more jabs and now have concerns about your health, what can you do?

Well, Frst and foremost, never take another COVID booster, another mRNA gene therapy shot or

regular vaccine. You need to end the assault on your system.

If you developed symptoms you didn’t have before your shot, I would encourage you to seek out

expert help. At present, the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) seems to have

one of the best treatment protocols for post-jab injuries. It’s called I-RECOVER and can be

downloaded from covid19criticalcare.com.

Dr. Pierre Kory, who cofounded the FLCCC, has transitioned to treating the vaccine injured more

or less exclusively. For more information, see DrPierreKory.com. Dr. Peter McCullough is also

investigating post-jab treatments, which you can Fnd on PeterMcCulloughMD.com.

The World Health Council has also published lists of remedies that can help inhibit, neutralize

and eliminate spike protein, which most experts agree is the primary culprit. I covered these in

my 2021 article, "World Council for Health Reveals Spike Protein Detox."

Years of screen time and strain can take a toll on your eye health. Take the extra step to care for

your eyes with our specially formulated products — each made with powerful ingredients like

lutein, zeaxanthin, astaxanthin and black currant to support your vision.
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10 Mice Used to Test the Newest PKzer COVID Jab
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

September 11, 2023, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration announced it had approved reformulated monovalent COVID shots by PFzer

and Moderna for the fall for use in individuals 12 years of age and older. The agency has also issued emergency use authorization (EUA) for

use of the reformulated jabs in children aged 6 months to 11 years



The updated mRNA injections contain a single modiFed RNA said to correspond to the Omicron variant XBB.1.5., which was the dominant

variant in the U.S. for most of 2023, but which has since been replaced by other variants. XBB.1.5 accounted for just 3.1% of the circulating

strains as of September 2, 2023



According to authorities, this strain is different enough from the strains in any of the previous shots for them to recommend everyone take

it, regardless of your previous COVID jab history



Americans are fed up with the COVID boosters, so federal ofcials have recast the new booster as an "annual immunization." However,

certain groups will require up to three doses of this new shot. So, they’re basically just restarting the whole injection series all over



PFzer’s testing of the reformulated monovalent shot against XBB.1.5., only involved 10 mice. Moderna’s version has been tested on 50

adults, one of whom required medical attention due to an adverse event, giving us a potential serious adverse event ratio of 1 in 50
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Well! They had me at EUA! I mean, since it's EUA, it's rather urgent to get it out there and stop this lab-created - totally natural - came in

on the wings of the eastern wind - devilish little virus. Ya, ya! Let's EUA the heck out of the new shots!! I mean, with such an emergency,

they don't have - and shouldn't need to - test it! Afterall, what harm did the last set of shots create? Wait, was anyone assigned to look at

the last shots? Maybe take a few notes? Oh, that's right, nothing could be linked to the shots. Nothing to see here, keep moving. Kind of

like how they do the childhood shots, eh?

Ya'll, let's get our shots ASAP! It's for 'the greater good.' Oh, except one thing. Can you enforce an EUA if there's a proven way to heal

without the shots that don't exactly work? Ah, that's right. I'm completely sure no one will make $$ off these - especially the people

involved in telling the American public to get their shots. Ah man, we've got it so wrong. If only the Fauciettes knew how bad it was for

the body to receive injected viruses straight into the body. If only someone would stop formulating gu shots and covid shots so we

could move past these dark ages of medicine.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/26/2023 4:25:23 AM
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You said it very well Tracy, The reality is that how can anyone trust someone who works for PFzer, Moderna, J&J, Merck or any of

the gangsters who manufacture vaccines, who function as repeat offenders and should all be in prison serving sentences? hard?

There is a complete lack of transparency in the most important area of medicine, where we are supposed to Fght a pandemic.

Surely this will not “gatten the curve” or slow the spread of Covid. Doctors and nurses across America are being misinformed

with misinformation and miseducated to pass on false information to their patients that recklessly endangers their lives with

gene therapy injections that kill (and maim for life) more people than ever before, that save Within months of its distribution,

PFzer executives and scientists KNEW about over 50,000 serious adverse reactions caused by their Covid vaccine that were

reported in the Frst few months and they didn't tell anyone.

"Died suddenly" is the new norm, where perfectly healthy people, including athletes, military personnel and children, die from

complications of "clot injection", but no doctor in the world is brave enough to blame the "vaccine" that mutates genetically. Now,

many new prescription drugs list side effects that correlate to the damage that the vaccines' unlimited mRNA spike proteins

cause to the body.

“Long COVID” is actually “long Vax syndrome” the delayed, long-term health harm caused by COVID injections. It causes vitamin

deFciencies, especially vitamin D, but doctors and examiners seem baxed or simply blame the "severity" of COVID-19. 25% of

the United States population is deFcient in vitamin D. Fully vaccinated and double-boosted California Governor Gavin Newsom

tested positive for COVID-19. www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/fully-vaccinated-double-boosted-calif..
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Another issue to take up - my friend's daughter got a hole in her heart from having 'the vid' (I don't know which kind of covid) and

this friend works with the public and has talked with people who ended up with a hole in their heart (more than one) because of

the covid vax. So that made my head spin - wait - so you can have covid and get the dastardly long-term effects of covid, OR, you

can get the vax and have the dastardly long-term effects of the vax with covid. Huh. There's a conundrum. Again, hats of to Fauci

for releasing this to the world. Still feel like I'm in the dark ages of medicine! When they stop poisoning the body to heal it, I'll

know we're getting closer!
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We need to Fght the fear of new variants and pray for those who have been harmed by biological weapons against C-19. A new

feature-length documentary called “The Unseen Crisis: Vaccine Stories You Were Never Told” tells the stories of people who took

the shot as they were told by the government and the media, only to now face various life-destroying health consequences

because of it. . "Examines the issue of Covid vaccine injury claims in a fresh, honest and comprehensive way with expert

interviews, whistleblower statements and government health statistics," reads a description of the Flm. "This is a documentary

about people, not about politics." "The Unseen Crisis" features numerous patients who suffered severe adverse effects after

getting jabbed for the Fauci Flu.

They all reached out to the health care system and pharmaceutical companies for help, only to be told to hit the road because

there is nothing that can be done. In most cases, injured patients were gat-out ignored by the very people who claim to be all

about "saving lives." Others were called "anti-vaxxers" for merely coming forward with the thick details of how their health was

destroyed by the toxic injections. https://www.unseencrisis.com/  (2023).------

expose-news.com/2023/05/22/stories-you-werent-told-crisis-of-vaccine-i..  (2023)
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On the 22nd anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, another attack occurred, the FDA decided to approve the latest C-19

“booster” vaccines from PFzer and Moderna. Although there is no public health emergency requiring the measure, the FDA

decided to grant an “emergency use authorization” (EUA) for the shots that will be injected into children and infants between six

months and 11 years old. Meanwhile, everyone 12 and older is approved to receive the vaccines once they become available.

Since there is no public health crisis, it is unclear what criteria the FDA used as justiFcation for issuing approval and EUA for

these new booster shots, other than some random articles in the media talking about “hospitalizations” and of course , Biden's

constant rhetoric.

regime on new “cases”. COVID “vaccines” are causing these new variants to develop and spread The claim is that new variants

like “Kraken” and “Eris” are making people sick. And since these variants are not covered by the previous COVID booster

vaccines, they will have to be addressed by the newer ones. The irony is that all of these new variants only seem to affect the

“fully vaccinated,” while the unvaccinated remain healthy.

Dr. Robert Malone says this is due to “leaky” vaccines, meaning that previous COVID shots caused these new variants to form

and spread. Dr. Malone and many others warned during COVID 1.0 that giving these shots to people in the middle of a

“pandemic” was a really bad idea because doing so could lead to the creation of new mutant viruses. This appears to be what is

happening, just as he said it would happen. rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../fda-has-gone-rogue  (12/09/2023)
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It is not just a matter of deactivating the spike protein. This "serum" is full of all kinds of crap on different levels... biological, toxins,

energetics.
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Yes, in this article the German Working Group for the Analysis of COVID Vaccines an international network of more than sixty:

scientists, doctors, mathematicians, lawyers and others who have committed to carrying out in-depth laboratory analyzes of the

so-called " vaccines" against covid-19 and to report their Fndings to the public present interesting information. Working in

multiple laboratories and countries, the group has analyzed the so-called “vaccines” from Moderna, BioNTech/PFzer,

AstraZenica and Johnson and Johnson and the blood of people who have been injected.

They have used: scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), mass spectroscopy (MS),

inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICP), bright Feld microscopy (BFM), Feld dark (DFM) and Live Blood Image Diagnostics, as

well as image analysis using ArtiFcial Intelligence. A summary of their Fndings is at the link: MORE THAN 60 SCIENTISTS

COLLABORATING BETWEEN MULTIPLE LABORATORIES IN SEVERAL NATIONS REVEAL WHAT IS REALLY IN THE INJECTIONS

AND WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE INJECTION VICTIMS' BLOOD. drtrozzi.org/.../whats-really-in-the-covid-vaccines

 (09/23/2022)
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SOUTH CAROLINA PROFESSOR FINDS 200 BILLION PIECES OF DNA CONTAMINATING A SINGLE DOSE OF PFIZER’S COVID

INJECTION These pieces of DNA are packaged in lipid nanoparticles, basically a synthetic virus, and are delivered into vaccinees’

cells. “The PFzer vaccine is contaminated with plasmid DNA. It’s not just mRNA, it’s got bits of DNA in it.” Prof. Buckhaults said.

A colleague who was in charge of the vaccination programme in Columbia, South Carolina, kept all the PFzer vials, containing

remnants of the contents, from the two batches that were used. From the remnants, Prof. Buckhaults sequenced all the DNA that

was in these vials. “I can see what’s in [the vaccines] and it’s surprising that there’s any DNA in there. And you can kind of work

out what it is and how it got there and I’m kind of alarmed about the possible consequences of this both in terms of human

health and biology,” he said. christine257.substack.com/p/south-carolina-professor-Fnds-200?utm_sou..  (09/19/2023)
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Hi Almond Gui and everyone else: Dr John Campbell just released a review of June 2022 to June 2023 (Annus Horribilis) last

year of UK deaths, expected vs actual here: "ONS UK data" - - youtu.be/0rO9DDganV4  - - you can see major concern written all

over John Campbell's facial expressions. (His presentation is going viral.)
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The New Jab, same as the Old Jab. What a ringing endorsement. With year after year gu shots we're told get yer gu shot, it doesn't

match with this year's strain but 'get it anyway - it will protect you.' With Emergency Use Authorization/No Liability, why bother matching

anything to the latest strain when there is so much stock of the Old Jab left if not used draining proFt$. I disagree, it is not like a dog

chasing its own tail, it's more like why does a dog chase a car when if they catch it, they can't drive it.

For many people at this point the most generous thing to say about the mRNA Jabs are what an excellent platform for a never-ending

treadmill of not just yearly boosters, but many follow up boosters In The Same Year...for a tampered with bug already mutating beyond

the Speed of Science ability to form a matching ticket, if the mRNA format even worked. Then the Scientist blames the Fed's, when

where is the FED, the Gov't, when the Monopoly Pharma is for all intent the Gov't. Why start up a new regulatory institution to do the job

the one we have was supposed to do?

Especially if more than likely after much fanfare the New and Improved Institute will end up being the Same as the Old Institute...just

the latest version of a Fauci in concert with the current WEF/WHO/PFzer, Gates, Research Facility's, the Medical Journals all feeding

from the same bucket to look the other way. So when we look at the Risk vs. Reward BeneFt we see it is outstanding, We get all the

Risk, they get all the Rewards.
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Yes, Just, an endless reinforcement routine fueled by the equally endless corruption of BigPharma in tune with government

institutions and on the path commanded by the WHO and the globalist clique where Bill Gates is one of the generals. Dr. Rob

Verkerk is the founder of ANH International. For forty years he has been researching and promoting natural health and

sustainable ecosystems. In the process, he has experienced and fought against the corruption and destructiveness of the

pesticide and pharmacology industries. Dr. Verkerk's presentation is rich with well-earned knowledge about biology, business,

fraud and corruption.

Big pharma partners with small biotech companies, they control many politicians and bureaucrats. They use humanity as guinea

pigs, even going so far as to have current gene-altering Covid-19 injections being misrepresented as “vaccines” and imposed on

the world's populations. Dr. Verkerk explains how big the pharmaceutical industry is: disease-focused; corrupt, fraudulent and

criminal; misleading; expensive ; ineffective; dangerous; strange and contrary to nature; polluting; abusive; and disempowering.

drtrozzi.org/2022/11/21/big-pharmas-future-part-5-dr-rob-verkerk/  (11/21/2022)
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Vaccine death records can be analyzed in seconds using a variety of fully objective methods to show whether COVID vaccines

have increased or decreased all-cause mortality in each age range. No medical records, cause of death, etc. are required or

needed. Only age, date of death and vaccination dates are all that is required for each death since the start of the COVID

vaccination program. Death vaccine data has been collected, but has never been made available to the public anywhere in the

world. It is immoral and unethical for, for example, universities to require COVID vaccines if health authorities refuse to show us

the records from the anti-death vaccine database that would justify their use. A WORLDWIDE CALL FOR DATA TRANSPARENCY:

SHOW US THE DATA! stevekirsch.substack.com/p/a-worldwide-call-for-data-transparency?utm_..  (02/03/2023)
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Most unfortunate Gui, I have actually heard some express RFKJR's, Ed Dowd's work was Cherry Picked. Yet both base their

conclusions on sound information, as so much has been hidden by Monopoly Pharma and as hard as it is for Legacy Media to

Fnd.
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Just like laundry detergent, it is being promoted as the "new and improved version" to increase proFts.
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You're so right, juststeve! I remember in my late 20's that it seemed gu shot season made the gu come to town. Back when my

kids were little, a Kroger employee HAD THE FLU but was being forced to work and told me he GOT THE FLU from the damn gu

shot. Well, he gave me the gu that day - I don't know what strain, high fever, sick as a dog for a week. I kept saying that this little

town (in Michigan) is nothing like California. How in the hell does the gu get to a little town like this? I've argued for half my life

now that these bugs don't just come out of the ground or off trees to blow a gu virus into us. They coordinated glu season with

many getting sick at the change of seasons.

Especially in winter, less sun (up North) and more sugar due to the holidays - and then tack on a dirty heating system spewing

particles through the air - so many get sick at that time of year naturally. I just can't Fgure out which comes Frst, the chicken or

the egg? Then add sugar to the recipe! It seems like school starts, sugar is upped, kids get sick, bring it home ... if that doesn't do

it, then throw in Halloween - that'll nail it. And then pies and cookies with Thanksgiving and lots of candy at Christmastime -

yeehaw! It truly is our job to use logic and stop the insanity in our own lives. Those who have bought into the madness - well - I

don't know what's to come for them.
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Lovestosing, what I have lived is since stopping the yearly gu jab, no gu, very little colds or such. Right along so many

complained I got my gu shot and got sick, but the authorities would claim oh no, you didn't get sick, you had a reaction to the

shot. ???? WTef? A distinction without a difference. Witnessed much of the same in this area. Once the roll out of the shots,

whether they matched or not, bam, hack and cough city. Of course, along with all this is little to no sun after a Summer of slather

on the sun blockers for Vit-D starvation. And, as you are pointing out, saturate with lots of heavy sugar consumption and

overeating to ramp up insulin resistance. Great busine$$ model for treadmill proFtS though.
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COVID jabs received approval at high speed in Canada just as they did in the US - normal rules were ignored in BOTH countries.

Like what happened in the United States, C-19 coronavirus “vaccines” were never properly evaluated by Canadian regulators

under Canadian law, accountability watchdog group National Citizens Inquiry (NCI) conFrmed. ). The NCI released a report on

September 14 detailing the kangaroo process by which Fauci's gu vaccines received “approval” in Canada. "It is important to

understand that COVID-19 vaccines were never approved under the traditional drug approval process in Canada," the report

states, further explaining how Health Canada, the federal agency responsible for Canadian health policy, used a alternative

authorization process. instead it was called an interim order. “Under the alternative authorization process, the need to establish

the safety and effectiveness of COVID-19 vaccines objectively appears to have been left aside.”

www.theepochtimes.com/world/covid-19-vaccines-revealed-to-be-neither-s..  (09/17/2023)
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An emeritus professor of epidemiology in the Department of Epidemiology and Public Health at the Yale School of Public Health

and Medicine talks about the horrors he and his colleagues are witnessing in patients who were previously “vaccinated” against

the Wuhan coronavirus. (COVID-19). Dr. Harvey Risch, who we've covered before, says the number of "turbo cancers" is

skyrocketing since the launch of Operation Warp Speed, a Trump administration plan that sped up production of COVID shots

and rolled them out en masse under the guise of a “public health emergency.” Many of the people who were attacked for

obedience to the Trump and Biden regimes now suffer from rapidly evolving cancers, Dr. Risch revealed in an interview with

EpochTV's “American Thought Leaders.” Because of the number of “fully vaccinated” people who now have turbo cancer, the next

available appointment times at a major New York oncology clinic are stretching to months instead of weeks.

www.theepochtimes.com/health/cancers-appearing-in-ways-never-before-se..  (09/20/2023)
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I guess if they tested it on mice, that makes humans the lab rats (again).
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Yup! There are those who are awake and connecting the dots, and there are those who are on autopilot and gonna let that car

drive them right off a cliff.
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10 mice. 50 people. Maybe. At this point, they can say anything, about anything, it gets fed to the public, and there you go. It's so

blatant, it's surreal. That they would actually say that they have approved an injection, which was tested on 10 mice ... 'that's all

we did, folks!' ... and there's this ho-hum, business as usual ... I mean, we really are in surreal times. They are creating toxins with

who knows what in them, whatever they want, really ... people roll up sleeves ... no actual testing needed anymore. Government

and pharmaceuticals are one and the same. I can only shake my head, stand fast against all of it, join with those who do likewise,

and see where this all goes.

One would think that with the number of people murdered by these injections of poison and nanotechnology, there would, here

and there, be some individuals who aren't happy, shall we say, with the absence of accountability. But if there are those

disgruntled individuals -- I would think there would be large numbers of them by now -- they seem nowhere to be seen. Thus far,

the murders by injection have escaped any liability. Of course, using 'the legal system,' they have rigged it so that they cannot be

held accountable under this corrupt, tyrannical, Satanic system.

We must keep our wits about us, not let the 'cognitive dissonance' of this deliberately bizarre and ludicrous system drive us to

despair. To the contrary, rise up, stand up, stay strong, hold on to our faith in God and Christ, be a light of love in the darkness. I

have long believed that laughter is one of our tools not just for survival, but to stay in a place of love, and create a world based on

that love. they want us to live in abject fear. No. Let us laugh, love, and actually live with purpose, with joy. F*** these sons of

b******. Said laughingly, of course.
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If those 10 mice didn't get fed also PUFA and Roundup's glyphosate, like almost all Americans get daily, then those tests are not valid at

all, because, in combination with the harmful PUFA and glyphosate, the Vaxx shots will have very different and more harmful outcomes.

Anyway, just one tested mouse wouid already be enough for the FDA to approve the shots, their only condition is getting paid well by

PFzer for doing the approval process. Why only mouse would do? Because FDA and PFzer are protected by the EUA (Emergency Use

Authorisation) regulation, so no tests are required. - * * O * * Something of topic but important is this great speech by Senator Ron Paul,

exposing in multiple ways the ugly truth about Ukraine (mostly at the end of the video) www.youtube.com/watch
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Yes PETE, from the mouse to people with a wide range of biases that invalidate biological weapons for C'19. The 2023 omnibus

appropriations bill is the consolidation of Big Pharma's criminal business model and how the US government reafrms the union
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appropriations bill is the consolidation of Big Pharma's criminal business model and how the US government reafrms the union

so that BigPhrma, the FDA and Big Tech take control to dominate healthcare. We knew as a recent Kaiser Health News (KHN)

report noted, nearly half (47%) of the FDA’s 2022 budget came from the pharmaceutical industry’s “user fees,” representing

“two-thirds of the FDA’s budget.” drug regulation, and the work of at least 40% of the FDA's 18,000 employees.” KHN and other

critics argue that the more than 3,000 closed-door meetings that take place annually between industry and a captured FDA foster

an overly cozy relationship.

The Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) was an example of such coexistence. PFzer, Moderna, and the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation also had high-speed development. The hallmark of all these accelerated maneuvers seems to be the hurried

development of as many punches as possible. The report is very interesting

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/fda-big-pharma-drugs-vaccines-cons..
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Ugh - well that's just plain scary!
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Does anyone remember the “law” that went around about a year ago stating Big Pharma is no longer required to do any new

testing on these mRNA jabs?
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I live in the Chicago suburbs and the people here have not only drunk the koolaid, they bathe in it regularly. Just last week the group of

10 friends I meet with weekly was worriedly discussing how difcult it was to get the new jab. They had all been trying for several

weeks to make an appointment and had called around to all the major pharmacies. Only one had managed to get an appointment and

even then, she had to wait over an hour, because there were so many people in front of her waiting for their jab. My local pharmacy now

has a huge line of people crowded together waiting to get the new jab, so I pick up my meds through the drive through.

These women in my group then took turns telling everyone whether they had gotten their gu shot, their RSV shot, or both, whether or

not it was wise to get both at the same time, etc. I am completely unjabbed and haven’t had a gu shot in decades due to severe allergic

reaction. I’ve only had the gu a couple of times in the past 30 years. Everyone else I know who gets the gu shot, is violently ill with the

gu each year. These women who are anxious to get the next jab are all fully jabbed. Each one of them and their loved ones has had the

coo 3-4 times. One has had it 5 times and so has her fully jabbed extended family of 10!

They all say that it’s good that they got the jabs or it would have been so much worse. I’ve had it once at the beginning and fought off

very mild versions twice, both when new strains were in my area. Other than the jab talk, I do enjoy socializing with these women, but I

think it’s only a matter of time before they Fgure out that I haven’t disclosed my jab status and that I’m one of the dreaded “unclean” in

their eyes. They are comfortable meeting as a small group, because they assume we are all jabbed and it is safe. One is masked the

entire time.
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Annie you have seen Frst hand how excellent the "programming" is working....And this is not unique to your area, it is right across

the board, the entire Earth is blanketed with this evil .. Perhaps only divine intervention can clean up this mess we're in..
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If I were you, I’d be concerned about vaccine shedding.
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What a difference, in my area, they can't get many people to get jabbed. Only one or 2 people masked in the entire supermarket.
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If God didn't make it.....Don't take it!!! No Clot shots!!!
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God certainly didn't make these toxic shots, I believe His Adversary did. I've had no "vaccines" for 60 years, and I am so glad of it.
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A sitting governor openly admits (paraphrasing) that "The vaccine we forced you to take doesn't work. It wasn't really a vaccine at all,

which is why the deFnition of the word was changed." Then, without the slightest bit of shame or self-awareness, she immediately

pivots to "But trust us now on this new shot/shots." And people will not only line up to do take the jab, they'll restart their attacks on

those who have seen the movie and know how it ends. It's a level of non-thinking that is almost beyond imagination. If anyone wonders

where so-called "anti-vaxxers" come from, it's from hearing medical professionals say things like this: "If public health ofcials get their

way, a healthy 5-year-old boy will get 72 COVID vaccine shots over the course of his lifetime." That's just the covid shots.

It says nothing about the dozens of other jabs that boy will be forced to take. And the operative word is "forced." People like Hochul are

not in the business of suggestions or recommendations. Their stock in trade is coercion, rules and edicts enforced with the implicit

threat of violence.
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Hochul pochul, you are now cured.
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Wareagle imagine how destructive it woulda been if that sitting Senator was standing like Grulla's boy Lard butt Christie lol..
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It seems that PFzers do not want to reduce mice community and rather prefer to carry out testing of their "new vaccines" directly on

people, all age groups and all over the world - and without taking responsibility for any injuries. And what is even worse, the idiotic

governments in many countries are willing to pay billions for such a waste. Where in hell is this world heading to?
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The world is headed to planned extinction.
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Was it not a similar case with the original PFzer vaccine, only it was "more rigorously" tested on 20 rodents before being pushed as

"necessary" on an unsuspecting public? With such slipshod testing practices resulting in FDA approval, moving forward how can (and

why should we) trust any vaccine developed and marketed for anything?
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They're not even trying or pretending to care any longer. Let's appreciate and applaud their honesty. Just don't forget their contempt

towards us, or more accurately, the contempt that they hold against the brainwashed sheep who line up for new vaxes like tech-geeks

line up for new iPhones.
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It would be nice to see this in its entirety! Dr Janci’s testimony should go viral. If I remember correctly, there was a statement or law

about a year ago, stating no further testing need be done for this season’s “boosters.”
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Just look up WHO One Health! Humans are no better than rodents in their eyes! Ex works at a hospital here in Florida. Sees about 15

patients a day. Yesterday most were V injured! Strokes and other BS! Just 2 more weeks to gatten your pulse! Get that next jibby jab. If

the other 7-8 didn’t work this one might give you the stroke you’re looking for! :)
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Conversely the day we ban the using of animals and birds in experiments might be the day we Fnally wake up to the evil at the root of

the system. Not only is there no reason or logic behind these practices, in the medical, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, tobacco industry etc.,

but they are downright barbaric. Pasteur Fnally had to poison his rabbits to 'prove' his theories and modern medicine is founded on this

example of 'scientiFc' method. Question everything and you'll live longer and in better harmony with those around you, including all

those who can not defend themselves. If you divorce yourself from the natural world, as technocrats would have you do, you will lose

because you are part of it and it is part of you. Furthermore, having observed them in their natural environment, mice are happier,

healthier and care more for their families and fellow mice than do their human counterparts.
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Yes, Sue, humanity needs to Fnd the true path of natural health, the pillars that make the immune system the true guardian so as

not to be martyred by vaccines, antibiotics and aggressive treatments that are increasing chronic and degenerative diseases,

including cancer. Ethical problems in the use of animals in science have given rise to alternatives that allow their use to be

reduced. The development of alternative techniques to animal experimentation will make it possible to reduce and replace

experimental animals with these techniques. We must respect animals as living beings with values and we have the duty not to

cause them harm.

Alternative methods, she highlighted, have come a long way. Two British scientists, Russell and Burch, in their book "Principles of

Humane Experimental Technique", in one of the principles proposed the replacement of the animal, difcult in some cases, but

possible in others with the advancement of chemical and microbiological tests. Furthermore, the growing moral consideration of

animals and the concern to avoid cruelty in our relationship with them have led to questioning many of the painful experiments

carried out on living animals.

Many of these experiments are unnecessary and lack justiFcation. Furthermore, the use of non-human animals as models to test

drugs and therapies has the serious drawback that many drugs have different effects in different species, making it dangerous to

simply extrapolate from other species to humans. Consider, for example, the initial delay in the discovery of the polio vaccine or

the tragedy of thalidomine, Frst tested only on non-human animals and which caused the birth of large numbers of deformed

infants.
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Various manufacturers of products such as lipstick or detergents subject their products to painful tests and experiments, of

which millions of rabbits, guinea pigs and other sensitive mammals are innocent victims, subjected to routine torture and

mutilation. The best-known cosmetics companies (such as The Body Shop and Avon) soon voluntarily renounced research using

live animals and began advertising on their products that no animals had been suffered to develop them. As far as is known,

consumer safety has not been harmed, which has made clear the uselessness of a large part of these experiments.

There are two extreme ethical tendencies: a) the so-called animal defenders who maintain that it is never justiFed to harm

animals for human purposes and at the other extreme b) those who defend that animals can be used at our free will. However,

the majority of the population and bioethicists seem to maintain an attitude that is somewhere in the middle by accepting the

use of animals for experimentation but only under certain conditions and focusing experimentation on other alternative means.

Several countries have introduced legislation to regulate the use of animals in scientiFc research, as well as committees to

prevent unnecessary painful experiments, but we have not yet reached (even theoretically) a satisfactory solution.

At a meeting of the National Institutes of Health in the United States in 1996, Gerald Gebhart pointed out that the pain-sensing

apparatus is the same in all vertebrates, so he advised researchers to be guided by this simple rule of thumb: "if "It hurts you, it

probably hurts the animal too." Epimidimiological and case-control studies are also very representative to help Functional

Medicine in the advancement of health.
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The Germans banned animal testing and animal cruelty in the 30’s, but remember they are the “bad guys”
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What could possibly go wrong? We don't even know. Who suspected myocarditis before the COVID-19 vax tests? Or 30 thousand side

effects when PFzer was forced to release their data? Once upon a time, people had the sense to fear the unknown.
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It’s unbelievable how stupid people can be. People around me are dying daily, cancer diagnosis daily, different alto immune disorders,

but all is not related to the SHOT! It’s so alarming that we’ve come to the point that death isn’t even disclosed in the mindset of such a

brainwashed society. DO NOT TRUST THESE EVIL PEOPLE. I Hope people start seeing the light and start resisting and Fghting back

until we win the war on them killing us.
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Yup, there’s that sv40 again! This is obviously depopulation!
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10 rats only i guess they are very concerned with animal cruelty..But I am not sure why they continue to destroy animals with their fake

"testing" when they have a never ending supply of Demon rats currently directing the show..
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Here is experimental material, SEG: Estos 22 HORSEMEN OF THE COVID APOCALYPSE deben estar entre el grupo de traFcantes

de muerte, daos y destruccin con sus polticas lunticas de bloqueo de COVID a la tecnologa de ARNm y a la vacuna de ARNm.

These 22 HORSEMEN OF THE COVID APOCALYPSE must be among the group of trafckers of death, harm and destruction with

their lunatic policies of blocking COVID to mRNA technology and mRNA vaccine.

palexander.substack.com/p/on-relentless-demand-i-have-no-choice?utm_so..  (09/22/2023)
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Yes Gui what we are witnessing Frst hand is pure evil the scriptures spoke off..And this schitt is only going to get worse...As it

was also written, "for the lack of knowledge my people have perished."
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How the Original Polio
Vaccine Was Made
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Oh great, "PFzer may have been incompetent, but did a pretty good job keeping people out of the cemetery ??????? DNA in the jab,

oops, yes it binds with your own DNA, it's there for life and gets passed on to your children. We need to test people for what was in the

jab." Tell that to the people severely damaged by this toxic experiment!!! This looks like a mad scientist who appears to have very little

compassion or morality.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/26/2023 7:44:40 AM
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Makes me realize how and why the programming of “Frankenstein” and “Dr Jekyl and Mr Hyde” were so effective!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/26/2023 9:28:32 AM
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m231231
Joined On 12/18/2015 3:17:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Altho I tore a quad tendon from running barefoot on wet grass 6 weeks ago and had surgery , (was Frst surgery in 64 years ), I like the

fact I not only don’t have a doctor, I don’t even know one. But I know chiros.  Fauci’s twin here in mpls, named Dr. Osterholm, and no

doubt vaxxed to the max, is suffering from long covid. Poor guy. Guess the vaxes didn’t help him much.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Testing? Cut to the chase.  podcasters.spotify.com/pod/show/rfkjr/episodes/Militarized-Healthcare-..
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luftmensch
Joined On 1/3/2022 9:47:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for presenting an important, highly informative analysis. When will this ever end? When will it ever end?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will only end when the people resist and do not comply. Hand wringing is pointless and worthless.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen... they will try to make noncompliance as "painful" as possible. However, resistance will be worth it. It is the only option

for protecting yourself and your family.
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CarolyneMas
Joined On 3/22/2021 1:47:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will end when we stop complying, not a moment before. The whole thing is a hoax and has been from the beginning. Don’t give

them any of your power, attention, or energy. Don’t buy into their fear mongering, be strong and whole and turn off the TV.
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sch1191
Joined On 10/20/2021 11:57:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Contact Report 863 Billy:The American together with Mao Tse-tung, hatefully developed the corona disease in Chinese laboratories

from the mid-1970s onwards, causing thousands of mutations and already costing human lives, before long after the death of the two

authors the rampantly spreading disease Fnally broke out in 2019 as a result of an accident preceded by several others and began to

spread worldwide, becoming a pandemic. But ... This will happen in the future because everything will be denied and twisted in such a

way, because the truth is simply not supposed to be true, that an American full of hate together with the Chinese president Mao

Tse-tung had the rampantly spreading disease created by laboratories in order to wipe out large parts of the US population.

https://www.Fgu.org/ch/  www.futureofmankind.co.uk/.../Site_News  www.futureofmankind.co.uk/.../Contact_Report_863

 www.futureofmankind.co.uk/w/index.php?search=Mao&title=Special%3AS..  Mao and the hateful American in my link below.

brighteon.social/@Schantz
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LongTallTexan
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and how does it get EUA when there are available treatments like ivermectin
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michaelrbuley
Joined On 9/15/2013 12:38:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imagine a group of PFzer or Moderna 'scientists' in a room.  "Let's see. What concoction do we put into this 'vaccine'? Monkey brains,

bird intestines, snake venom ... kidneys from pigs, eyeballs from frogs ... don't forget the graphene, the mercury ... up the dosage on

both of those. Do a few million of those. Then ... hmm ... on the next one, use diseased liver tissue from rats, mouse putreFed pancreas

tissue, heavy on the mercury, try some of the new material which responds to 5G ... do a few million of those. Cancers are way up. This

is fantastic news for shareholders. If we keep going on this trajectory, everybody is going to be in line for a big bonus!!" New employee

raises hand: 'What tests do we conduct to see how effective these vaccines are? And what are they vaccines against?" Silence in room.

Then everybody bursts out laughing ...
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Mikey and the swine manufacturers can't make them fast enough.. People are BEGGING for it, like they have a deFciency in

garbage..How deep have we descended into the abyss of Flth and stupidity ..What have this world come to huh..
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Hey all you battle fatigued key-strokers, good news albeit tabloid journalism, from someone who might know !

 slaynews.com/news/bill-gates-admits-climate-crisis-narrative-hoax/?utm..
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM
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Bored laugh whatever..covid is not the thing to be worried about the killer is in the shots
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LongTallTexan
Joined On 2/26/2023 8:17:07 AM
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no its the government
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM
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JABBERWOCKLAND by 10 Blind Mice * * * * * * * * * * "We're all mad here" said the Mouse, "I'm mad you're mad." "How do you know I'm

mad?" "You must be, or you wouldn't take the jab." pixels.com/.../nate-anthony
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inner
Joined On 4/29/2008 4:06:11 PM
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I would trust the mice themselves much more than the humans running the tests and reporting the results!
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Deppig
Joined On 10/7/2015 3:57:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have only one thing to say: 10 mice must be better than 8, right????  Yes??? no??? Gotta love the fact that the EUA is alive and well!

And on a more serious note: since the narrative hasn't changed, I'm thinking they have nothing more in the manipulation toolbox, so

they'll. probably need to draw from the coercion toolbox exclusively....
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LadyLifeGrows
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And the coercion toolbox means that millions of citizens need to learn how to write Notices of Liability and similar legal things. It

won't take so many of those to stop the whole thing because it will get way too expensive fast.
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dso9183
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Regrettably, some people are still under the false premise that the medical industrial complex is looking out for their best interests. My

two sisters and I have been at odds since the nightmare began over three years ago, particularly concerning the "vaccine" and potential

damage it can cause. This may be wishful thinking, but one sister could be coming to question the shot's efcacy, as she and her

partner are apparently quite sick with COVID (her partner recently got some variation of a jab, I'm unsure if it was the newest COVID

shot or gue shot). Anyway, both were put on Paxlovid by their respective practitioners, but the symptoms seemed to be getting worse. I

sent my sister an article speaking to Paxlovid and rebounding, but she did not comment (I think she is too miserable to reply). From my

research, it appears that outside the rebound effect, Paxlovid is not nearly as dangerous/toxic as Remdesivir. Any thoughts?  Clearly, I

am worried.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM
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Ivermectin.
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moony77
Joined On 3/10/2021 4:20:02 PM
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Sanbruno69. How and where, other than Tennessee? Also, the last time I was able to get it, it was $600 for one week’s treatment.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM
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Or maybe Ivemectin and Zinc sulfate? (I'm not sure) btw Ivermectin from alldaychemist.com good service. Coincidentally I was

recently talking to a passer-by about some recent skulduggery by our local council here in the UK, and we got onto dodgy

politicians and then jabs etc. She said she's had Fve jabs, and I simply said to be careful as some batches are bad and people

have died. She said "well I went speciFcally for the PFzer jabs because a large German company with a reputation to protect is

likely to be more careful about safety." :-( And that is quire a prevalent attitude of course.
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM
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Why would big pharma risk testing any drug on a human? The FDA doesn't care since they approve all manner of drugs without any real

trials, testing or studies. It has become perfectly Fne to introduce drugs that murder people. The doctors are dumber than donuts and

don't know what they are prescribing or injecting most of the time. They believe whatever lies and propaganda big pharma tells them

because the perks and payoffs are great. A million people now die from big pharma drugs every year and it's all good...the government,

congress, the medical maFa and the media all look the other way.
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rrealrose
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Yes, this is murder. Here's a link to the follow-on presentation to the South Carolina Senate Preparedness Meeting, "Dr Janci

Lindsay testimony in South Carolina (audio corrected)" - - www.bitchute.com/.../esvTu78jG01W  - - she is far more blunt as she

was running short on time, described many of the dangers of these murderous shots, asked the state representatives to do the

right thing and pull these shots.
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rrealrose
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An important recent interview of Professor Michel Chussodovsky in CA, explaining the relationships between the US War

economy, nuclear weapons, the war in Ukraine, the China connection needed to pull off worldwide de-population campaign, and

that 190 nations around the globe followed the same lockdown agenda that had nothing to do with health. Here's the link: "Prof.

Michel Chossudovsky warns Mike Adams about global NUCLEAR WAR and STAGED PANDEMIC" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../jTVVktd1K3q3  - - Near the end, the discussion turns to overall devaluation of wages and purchasing

power, attacks on energy and food production. With such a broad topic they ran out of time. All these topics are interconnected.
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rrealrose, thanks a million for posting the link with Dr Janci! I’d like to see the entire meeting.
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Hi Moony77 - U R quite welcome! Was waiting for this to show up...Dr Janci is astoundingly precise. Don't know about entire SC

Senate hearing.
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tallulah3
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I know some people that believe in the jab 100% and will be getting this one. They think vaccines are great. I’m just done with trying to

warn people about it
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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A good chance we can all save our breath. Everyday the headlines are Flled as one after another dies of Unknown Causes. The

most likely to be left will those of us who smelled a Rat from the beginning, and those who came around later, if they didn't roll up

their sleeves too often.
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gmh1954
Joined On 12/4/2021 1:17:38 PM
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My wife knows a lady who went into anaphylaxis when she got the last Covid booster. She had had cancer and the doctor told her

it was a reaction to the cancer chemotherapy. She revealed that she had an appointment this week to get her next booster.
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pam7650
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Those are the same ones that think Biden is doing a great job and our economy is thriving. The insanity is unreal..
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My son, daughter-in-law, and grandson got their Covid and gu shots on Sunday. I don't know how someone as smart as my son

can be fooled by this. My DIL has an autoimmune disease, so they probably think they are "protecting" her. Now, back to drinking

pine needle tea for a while.
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According to Leonardo da Vinci, “There are three classes of people: those who see, those who see when they are SHOWN, those

who do not see.” ---- So for “those who see when they are SHOWN” - SHOW them these Vaccine Graphs that clearly SHOW that

Vaccines have NEVER Eradicated any of these so-called Infectious Diseases that our so-called Experts claim to have Eradicated

---- Dissolving Illusions - Disease, Vaccines and the Forgotten History - 51 Graphs - www.dissolvingillusions.com/graphs  ---- [

AND ] ---- Disease Decline Before Introduction of Immunization - 28 Graphs - www.whale.to/.../decline1.html  ---- [ AND ] ---- have

them watch my video - How Do We Know Our So-Called Experts Are Lying?

- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dmkPwPXMQg&feature=youtu.be?v=6je..  Transcripts included below in another thread.

---- I would like to add that I’ve thought a lot about “those who see and cannot see” long before I read what da Vinci wrote and

this all depends on the Subject Matter and how many References we have associated with it. Therein lies our PROBLEM! We have

way too many REFERENCES that make us think we “Catch a Cold” because that theme, which is based on the BOGUS Germ

Theory of Dis-Ease, has been drilled into us every time we turn around. Remember what Plato said, “Those who tell the stories

rule society.” Go back and watch some of the old TV Shows you watched growing up, as I have been doing a lot lately, and about

one third of these 50-60 year old Programs on TV includes someone getting the FEVER or something else that is supposedly

CONTAGIOUS!

Here’s a video - Raw Vegan Survey - www.youtube.com/watch - where I have “4 Classes of people” or “4 Main Groups of people”

with 17 Groups altogether based on whether they know 1) about the Real Cause of Dis-Ease and the Contagion Myth and/or 2)

about how the Rulers of the World Control the NARRATIVE to generate Fear to Herd the Masses (Sheepole) into their Medical

Corral!
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What is the point of anything anymore?
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You live in a beautiful World full of decent, caring people and a few greedy, destructive predators who want all the jam. This has

been so since we stopped living in caves and became even worse after the Industrial Revolution. It's just now, with ease of

communication, that we know what's happening all around the World and it's the same. Your ancestors, unless they were 'royalty'

of some sort, were under just the same regime, only they didn't know it. They were marched off to war, worked in terrible

conditions, lived in cramped cities, were fed adulterated food, paid tithes and taxes, all the time believing there was no

alternative, that they were but part of the 'machine'.

You and I got this far because our families survived whatever was thrown at them and we owe it to them to continue. Quite

possibly this is the Fnal battle and if everything works out on the side of good and not evil, then future generations will inherit a

World that is happier, healthier and Fnally free to enjoy its beauties. As we say in the vernacular 'Don't let the B...s grind you

down'.

They want you chipped, clipped and sheared but sheep can give you a nasty nip or kick when driven to it. Look for small victories

every day. We've been refusing a Smart Meter for 5 years, we've been bombarded with phone calls, emails, letters - all complete

lies and veiled threats of charges of 1000 Euros to have our meter read. Well all of a sudden Smart Meters are not only not

mandatory (they never were anyway) but you can now demand to have them removed.
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MrPOrangi, that is exactly what they want you to think and how they want you not to act. DO NOT COMPLY with anything. Resist

all evil and wrongdoing.
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We on this platform won’t let you think that way, Mr P. You don’t have to follow organised religions to believe in the fundamental

struggle between good and evil that has been going on for centuries since man appeared on the planet. Think more in terms of

exercising your sovereign right to freedom and use that right to choose good. Remember your human rights are not conferred

courtesy of politicians and corporations but simply by virtue of being born free. Freedom does not mean licence of course, so it

must also respect the rights of others, which is what our globalist adversaries have trampled upon in their efforts to gain power

over us through money and the suppression of truth. Many brave souls in past generations gave their lives for us, because much

was hidden from them.

Yes, we owe it to them to continue but we also owe it to those who will come after us - our children and their children. Remember

ignorance is slavery and knowledge gives us the power to resist. Each new human invention comes with the potential for good or

evil. The globalists want to use the world wide web to trap us into digital slavery, but here’s the good news: the internet has also

spawned a whole alternative series of platforms to spread the truth in an information war that aims to suppress it. Just keep

searching and when feeling a bit hopeless, Mr P, listen to this inspiring song which simply reminds us of the choice between

good and evil that we are all free to make. youtu.be/PKsr49csFYk
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Sue, Brain, Cabochon, thank you all for saying it better than I ever could!!!
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Truly! Without "accountability" nothing changes.
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Why are we even having this discussion? It’s like talking to somebody that believes the Earth is gat!!! Creating immunity to a virus that

changes in three months and is airborne and has animal vectors is a complete waste of time!!!
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Unfortunately, these evil vampires and vultures have been getting away with this exact template using the annual gu vaccine that

offers less than 30% protection against mutating gu strains, FOR DECADES!!!!!! Yet the medical industrial complex allows this

egregious falsehood in perpetuity, as well!
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Wondering just how many of the foolish actually choose to take injections still...
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Why test when you know you can do anything you want. ZERO accountability remains the greatest existential crisis we face hands

down. A rapist will rape until IT is actually not allowed too. It's NOT rocket science. No one should be the least surprised by this non

testing aspect of the greater crimes against humanity these psychopathic entities perpetrate. All of it is simply allowed day after day,

month after month, year after year and decade after decade.
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Exactly, and I think there was a statement a while back saying they don’t have to test these further mRNA shots and boosters. I

just can’t remember what it’s called, but it was deFnitely stated!  I feel sorry for those blinded by evil staring them straight in the

face.
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How Do We Know Our So-Called Experts Are Lying? - www.youtube.com/watch  19:38 Minute Video Published on May 29, 2020 In this

Video, John Rose takes a closer look at how we would know whether or not our so-called Experts are Lying or telling the Truth,

especially about this Coronavirus and this BOGUS Pandemic. John explains how it is actually quite simple to recognize whenever

someone is Lying because they Lie quite often. In fact, ALL of our so-called Experts’ Credibility is based on 1 of the Biggest Lies of all

and that Lie is that Vaccines Eradicated all of these so-called Infectious Diseases, like Smallpox, Measles, Whooping Cough, which are

actually Diseases of Poor Sanitation, Malnutrition and subsequently, Parasitic Infection.

-------- Links to Vaccine Graphs: Dissolving Illusions - Disease, Vaccines and the Forgotten History - 51 Graphs -

www.dissolvingillusions.com/graphs  -------- Disease Decline Before Introduction of Immunization - 28 Graphs -

www.whale.to/.../decline1.html  -------- Transcript to follow ----
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How do we know our so-called Experts are Lying to us about the Coronavirus? How do we know our so-called Experts are Lying to

us about this Pandemic? It’s really quite simple - they already Lied to us when they said that Vaccines Eradicated Smallpox and

Measles and Whooping Cough and even Polio and if they Lied to us about Vaccines Eradicating those “so-called Infectious

Diseases,” we know they’re capable of Lying to us again and, of course, you know they’re Lying. So where do we start making

sense out of this Madness that we’re going through right now - this Lockdown?

We got to look at the Vaccine Graphs or the Graphs that Prove Vaccines Never Eradicated any of these Disease. I’ll put links

down below in a Pinned Comment and I might even show some footage afterwards when I sign off here of some of those Graphs

- you can see them yourself. They’re from the Mid 1800s to the Mid 1900s and what we see with all of these so-called Infectious

Diseases that Vaccines Eradicated - we see a steady decline about every decade by about 10%. So within a 100 year period of

time they were gone before the Vaccines even came around.

This is a Magic Act - it’s a Trick. You got to understand who’s Behind the Curtain, folks, these are Sick people - they’re

Psychopaths - they’re Magicians - they’re Masters of Illusion - they’re Masters of Misdirection. That’s what they do to Doctors -

Cause and Effect - don’t look at the Cause - let’s name the Symptoms - the Effects. And if we do look at the Cause, we’ll make up

Bogus Causes, we’ll say, we’ll call some of the Consequences the Cause. CONT ----
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That’s not what’s happening, folks. We know what’s happening with these Infectious Diseases. I just did a Video just recently - I’ll

put a link down below about Disease Mysteries Revealed | Causes & Solutions the Powers that Be Don’t Want You to Know. There

are so-called Infectious Diseases and Non-Infectious Diseases. The ones that are supposedly Non-Infectious our so-called

Experts admit we don’t know the Cause and then, they claim they know the Cause to these others and their credibility is all based

on a Huge, Big Lie. That’s the Frst thing we have to acknowledge and the Frst thing we have to look at. Think about it. If we know

they Lied and claimed they Eradicated Diseases that were clearly due to Poor Sanitation, let’s put things on the Timeline, folks.

Industrial Revolution - we all moved into Cities - we weren’t dealing with our Waste Matter - didn’t have Adequate Plumbing that’s

why these are considered Diseases of Poor Sanitation and that’s why they still happen today in Developing Countries around the

World. If you look at Maps of where Infectious Diseases are coming from, they’re all in these Developing Countries that have

Poor Sanitation and they’re Malnourished and then, they are subjected to Parasitic Infection once you become that weakened.

Parasites aren’t the problem it’s the Malnutrition and it’s the Poor Sanitation. CONT ----
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CONT ---- So that’s where we begin. We got to open our eyes and take a look at what really happened. Industrial Revolution -

didn’t handle our Waste Matter - we Fgured it was a Plumbing Problem. It wasn’t Modern Medicine that came and saved the day -

it wasn’t even Modern Plumbing because this can be illustrated with Ancient Plumbing. When you look at when the Roman

Empire was conquered in the West and in the East about a thousand years apart, conquerors came in and they Destroyed the

Infra-Structure - they Destroyed the Aqueducts and the Sewage System.

What happened each time? Look, look at it - what happened? The Plague broke out. The Plague is just like Measles or Smallpox

or Whooping Cough. It’s not like Polio. Now Polio is Caused by DDT. But these other Diseases are Diseases of Poor Sanitation,

Malnutrition and subsequently, Parasitic Infection. Hard to believe, isn’t it? Well, let’s take a look at these Graphs - take a good

look at these Graphs and ask yourself, what would be their Motive to Lie to us? Well, this is where it gets a little tricky and a lot of

people don’t want to entertain the idea.

It’s hard to think that the Psychopaths are in charge of the Asylum - that’s what they turned our Planet into - it’s why we still have

all the Problems we have now. You got to understand who’s Behind the Curtain - these are Sick, Sick, Sick, Sick people - they

worship Satan - that’s their Motives - they get off to us Suffering. And the problem most of us have is we have integrity and we

can’t even imagine someone could think and act like this - that’s why they are able to get away with it. 4:36 MM CONT ----
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CONT ---- youtu.be/6jeblnSy9yY  4:36 MM But that’s changing. It’s so exciting right now because more and more people are

seeing what’s being played out. They don’t have all the Pieces yet and you can’t Connect what you don’t have and this is where so

many people struggle. A lot of people are good at Connecting Dots, but if you don’t have the Dots, you can’t Connect them. And

then, they don’t teach Critical Thinking Skills, so if you’re not given a Gift at birth or if you haven’t Fgured out some way to acquire

some Critical Thinking Skills, you can do a lot of Research and still Not Connect the Dots and I see examples of this all the time. I

go to Message Boards and I see a person who gets the Knowledge and they can’t Connect the Dots worth crap - see someone

else who didn’t have enough Dots a while back - thought Bill Gates was a good guy.

Now he has enough Dots and he’s good at Connecting Dots - real good at Connecting Dots - he just didn’t have enough

Knowledge about what Bill Gates was all about. And once you have enough Dots, you don’t even have to be good at Connecting

them because it’s so obvious what’s playing out before us. Take a look at how this whole thing started. There is this Organization,

an “Independent” Organization, supposedly, see if I can remember the name of it - it’s called Global Preparedness Monitoring

Board.

Pretty Tricky - people don’t think of who they really are - it’s Independent, right? Well, this is how the Powers that Be work. Read

“Trust Us, We’re Experts” - they explain how PR Firms work - how they create these so-called Independent Companies that make

it look like they’re Not part of the Bad people. Well, who’s behind this Global Preparedness Monitoring Board that wants Reports

from everybody in case there’s a Pandemic? Who’s behind that? The World Bank!!! WHAT!!! The World Bank!!! International

Bankers - the people Printing our Money making us Debt Slaves. Who else is in there? CONT ----
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CONT ---- Well, the World Whore, the World Whore, hahaha, not a slip of tongue, the World Health Organization - the World

Whores Organization funded mostly by Bill Gates. Again, you look at all the Pieces - you look at the key players - you see where

Fauci plays on the Board of all these different Organizations - how they’re a part of Event 201. Did I say that right? Is it Event 201?

I think that’s what it was back in October in New York. They wanted to do a Trial Run! Let’s see what happens if we declare a

Pandemic. Oh my goodness, folks. It’s an exciting time to be in right now, isn’t it?

A lot of us are Waking Up. What I’m trying to do is get all of you guys that are seeing the obvious Connections to realize the most

important one of all and that is the Health Connection. There’s a reason why the Powers that Be are Controlling Doctors so they

don’t know any of this. They don’t know the Cause of Disease. They don’t know the Solutions. And I explained that in that Video I

mentioned earlier. Please watch that, I go over a lot of things. I explain the Disease Process in Detail in a way very few of you

have even ever heard of before.

Even some of our great doctors coming out right now, they’re telling us a lot of good Information are Missing this Valuable

Knowledge - they need to have this to put into their Group of Dots they’re trying to Connect and that’s what we got to do. Folks,

it’s going to be almost 30 years ago when I found the Most Valuable Knowledge in the World. As soon as I found that, I said, you

know, I think this is #1, but I got to make sure. Let me go out there and Fnd as many other Pieces to this Puzzle as I can. CONT

----
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CONT ---- So that’s what I’ve done in the last 30 years. I’ve been going out and studying everything I can. I have over 7,500 Files

that I’ve created trying to make sure I have all the Dots and every time I create a File, what do I do with it? I put it in a Puzzle.

Every File belongs in certain Puzzles. You go to any one of my Files you might see 50 Related Files to that File meaning, hey,

there’s a Puzzle with 50 Pieces or 51, haha. And then, what do I do with all of these Puzzles? I Fnally decided I had to Fgure out

how they all Connect and I created a Special Teaching Tool for this. I call it The Ultimate Schematic.

I’ve done what no one’s ever done that I’ve ever seen. I’m sure it’s been done before, but for the obvious reason this Knowledge is

being kept from us because it helps us Connect all of these Dots together. If you’re Not good at Connecting Dots and you want to

be or even if you are, if you don’t understand how this Ultimate Schematic works, you’re missing out because it’s so simple Again,

you got to go out and Fnd Knowledge, you got to put it a File, you got to put that File in a Puzzle, you got to take a step back and

say, where did that Puzzle Ft with all the other Puzzles?

Where can they Ft? Well, I found they could Ft in either 1 of 6 Boxes or 1 of 18 Portals. Sounds complicated but it’s not because

it’s really a 3 Box System with Pluses and Minuses. There are the 6 Boxes and the 6 Boxes, which are made out of 2 Quadrant

Systems that both use 2 forms of Two-Valued Logic so they Logically Connect when you Interconnect them. You can

Interconnect those 8 Boxes, those 2 Quadrant Systems, into 6 Boxes, 3 Boxes with Pluses and Minuses. And now we have 18

Connections that all Boxes Logically Connect to all of the other Adjacent Boxes. CONT ----
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CONT ---- So there’s 18 Portals that Connect all of these Boxes and then, there’s 6 Main Boxes. It’s really simple because the ones

we need to understand - there’s 3 Main Boxes and that ties into what I’ve labeled 3 Stages of Knowledge. In fact, every time you

talk about anything, any time you study things you want to be able to understand what you’re studying and where, where does it

Ft. Is it in this 1st Stage of Knowledge where we Acquire Knowledge or is it in the 2nd Stage of Knowledge where we Apply It or is

it in the 3rd Stage of Knowledge where It’s Manifested?

10:05 MM Think about it! Acquired - Applied - Manifested Thoughts and Actions and Reactions. Do you get it? It’s simple! Beliefs

- Causes - Effects You see the thing here? Cause and Effect. That’s a powerful thing we need to understand because that’s the

whole thing, that’s 1 of the 2 Forms of Two-Valued Logic that I created these 6 Box System out of. We’re Humans, we’re Living

Systems, we’re subject to this Law of Cause and Effect just like all matter is subject to Newton’s 3rd Law of Motion, the Law of

Action and Reaction.

Remember those 2? Again, 3 Stages of Knowledge - the things we think in this 1st Stage - that’s our Belief System - the things we

do or have done to us - those are our Lifestyle Choices, as well as Acts of Nature, Acts of War, Crime and Violence, Accidents -

things done to us and then, there are the things we get - that’s our Feedback System in the 3rd Stage of Knowledge letting us

know whether or not we’re Satisfying our Needs. And where our Needs? CONT ----
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CONT ---- Well, they’re in the 1st Stage of Knowledge up here in the +A Box of Knowledge with 12 Essential Needs - 2 Additional

Temporary Needs. We have to Apply those and when we do, we’re up in the Top part of this 3 Box System with Pluses and

Minuses - we’re on the Right Path - we’re Applying Knowledge - we’re getting Good Results and the Good Results are over here -

this is where we have Paradise where we don’t have any Problems. But, if we don’t have this Knowledge of How to Live and

understand Knowledge of How to Adapt - that’s those 2 Needs we need, if we’re down here with False Knowledge and Apply that,

we’re going to make Mistakes here in the 2nd Stage of Knowledge relative to the things we need and that’s where we get most of

our Problems would be due to the things we’re doing to ourselves. And this is where we’re getting Tricked. Our so-called Experts

are so Clueless 11:47 MM -------- 15:54 MM OK, let’s take a closer look at those Vaccine Graphs! -------------
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OT: Does anyone have the link to Dr. Mercola's recommended Vitamin D study? The study where we can get our Vit D levels tested? I

cannot Fnd the website nor recall its name. Thanks in advance. EDIT: Found it: www.grassrootshealth.net/.../daction  EDIT #2: Thank

you waverider. That is the place.
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Is it this one?: https://www.stopcovidcold.com/
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@waverider: THANK YOU. That is the place (GrassRootshealth.net). But thanks for the other link. I saved that too. Good link here

for D info from Mercola: www.mercola.com/.../vitamin-d-resources.htm
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